Adapters, Swivels and Connections

- **Threaded Adapters IR37R1PG**
  Kochek’s threaded adapters enable the irrigation professional to make connections to any size and type of threads for irrigation fittings and nozzles. The adapters are designed with knurl or rocker lug grip areas to assist with assembly / disassembly. As with all Kochek products, our fittings are made of the highest grade aluminum and powder coated for maximum durability.

- **Full Time Swivels IR54R1PT1P**
  When twisting, turning and kinking are a problem; Kochek’s full time swivel can remedy any hose issues. These swivels are manufactured using the highest quality powder coated aluminum with standard sizes of 1” NPSH and ¾” GHT. Kochek’s swivels are designed with stainless steel ball bearings and come complete with gaskets to make any connection easy, secure and durable.

- **Storz Connections IRS37S11P**
  These are quarter turn “quick” connections eliminating cross threading saving time and eliminating frustration. This Storz connection has been proven effective for many years in the Fire Service Industry and has now found its way to the Turf and Irrigation markets by Kochek. Made of the highest quality aluminum and powder coated for durability, the Storz Connections have a removable rubber gasket for serviceability plus a protective collar to eliminate breakage if dropped. The Storz conversion from threads will revolutionize irrigation and through it’s ability to make connections universally.